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Abstract 
In previous work we have developed the scheme of indefinite Y-constraint databases where 
Y, the parameter, is a first-order constraint language. This scheme extends the constraint database 
proposal of Kanellakis et al. (1990,1995) to include indefinite (or uncertain) information in the 
style of Imielinski and Lipski (1984). In this paper we study the complexity of query evaluation 
in an important instance of this abstract scheme: indefinite temporal constraint databases. Our 
results indicate that the data/combined complexity of query evaluation does not change when 
we move from queries in relational calculus over relational databases, to queries in relational 
calculus with temporal constraints over temporal constraint databases. This fact remains true 
even when we consider query evaluation in relational databases with indefinite information vs. 
query evaluation in indefinite temporal constraint databases. In the course of our work, we 
provide precise bounds on the complexity of decision/quantifier elimination for a subtheory of 
Presburger arithmetic and a subtheory of real addition with order. The bounds for the latter 
theory are original and of independent interest. 
1. Introduction 
An important requirement of advanced temporal applications (e.g., planning and 
scheduling, medical information systems, geographical information systems and natural 
language processing systems) is the ability to deal with indejinite (or uncertain) tempo- 
ral information. In [28,30-321 we argued that the combination of relation& dutuhuses 
and tempo& constraints offers a powerful framework which addresses this require- 
ment. We have developed the scheme of indefinite 2?-constraint databases where Y, 
the parameter, is a first-order constraint language. This parameterized model extends 
the scheme of [26,27] to include indefinite information in the style of [23,20]. The 
resulting model allows the representation of dejnite, indejinite, finite and ipjinite in- 
formation in a single unifying framework. 
In this paper we study the complexity of query evaluation in Y-constraint databases 
and indefinite 6P-constraint databases where 2 is dePCL or diPCL. dePCL is a first- 
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Fig. 1. Query evaluation in TCDB (top) and lTCDB (bottom). 
order language of temporal constraints of the form x - y d c where X, y are variables 
and c is a rational numeral. The intended structure Q for dePCL interprets the symbol 
- as subtraction over the set of rationals, the symbol d as the relation “less than or 
equal” over the rationals, and rational numerals as “themselves”. diPCL is a first-order 
language which allows the same kind of atomic temporal constraints but now discrete 
time is assumed. The intended structure 2 for diPCL interprets constraints over the 
set of integers. We will collectively refer to diPCL-constraint databases and dePCL- 
constraint databases as temporal constraint databases (TCDB). Similarly, we refer 
to indefinite diPCL-constraint databases and indefinite dePCL-constraint databases as 
i~de~~ite temporal constraint databases (ITCDB). The models based on dePCL are 
essentially the ones studied in [ZS]. 
The results of our complexity analysis are summarized in the tables of Fig. I In 
these tables RC-tTC stands for relational calculus with temporal constraints while 3k 
QL stands for queries in language QL which are in prenex normal form with k alter- 
nations of quantifiers beginning with an existential one. 04RC+TC (resp. q +RC+TC) 
stands for “possibility” (resp. “certainty”) queries in modal relational calculus with 
temporal constraints. Finally, an entry (e, where %? is a complexity class, means that 
the co~esponding query answering problem is complete for class V. 
Fig. 1 together with the results of E&51,52,1] shows that the dat~~ombined com- 
plexity of query evaluation does not change when we move from queries in relational 
calculus over relational databases, to queries in relational calculus with temporal con- 
straints over TCDB. This fact remains true even if we consider indefinite relational 
databases vs. ITCDB. The most important contribution of our work is the derivation of 
the upper bounds in the above tables; the lower bounds follow easily from published 
work. 
Our analysis complements the results of [42, lo] and extends the results of 
[26,27,50]. In [42,43, lo] Datalog with integer gap-order constraints (a subset of the 
atomic constraints allowed by diPCL) is studied. In [26,27] s-constraint databases 
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where _Y is the language of rational order with constants (a sublanguage of dePCL) 
is studied. In [50] positive existential queries over indefinite Y-constraint databases 
where Y is the language of rational order (a sublanguage of dePCL) or discrete order 
(a sublanguage of diPCL) is studied. 
In the course of our work, we study the decision/quantifier-elimination problem for 
the theories of structures Q and Z. We show that these problem can be solved in 
PSPACE (Theorems 7.1, 7.5 and 7.6). In particular, the theory of the structure Q can 
be decided in DSPACE(n3) where n is the length of the input sentence (Theorem 7. I ). 
Since the theory of structure Q is a subtheory of real addition with order, this result is 
of independent interest and adds to the literature on the complexity of logical theories 
[ 18, 16,40, 17, 15,4,5,26,27]. The results discussed here were originally presented in 
less detail in [29,33]. 
This paper is organized as follows. The next section presents some examples of con- 
straint languages and defines the relevant abstract concepts. In Section 3 we introduce 
the concepts of variable and quantifier elimination. In Section 4 we present the scheme 
of indefinite Y-constraint databases while in Section 5 we discuss query languages 
for this scheme. In Section 6 we present a quantifier elimination method for evalu- 
ating expressions of modal relational calculus with Y-constraints over Y-constraint 
databases. Section 7 discusses the problems of decision and quantifier elimination for 
the temporal theories of structures Q and Z. Section 8 uses the results of Section 7 to 
analyze the complexity of query evaluation in TCDB and ITCDB. Finally, Section 9 
discusses related work and future research. 
2. Constraint languages 
We consider (many-sorted) first-order languages, structures and theories [ 141. Every 
language Y will be interpreted over a ,$xed structure, called the intended structurr. 
which will usually be denoted by Mu. If M is a structure then Th(M) will denote the 
theory of M. i.e., the set of sentences which are true in M. For every language Y’, we 
will distinguish a class of quantifier free formulas called Y-constraints. The atomic 
formulas of Y will be included in the class of Y-constraints. There will also be two 
distinguished Y-constraints true and false with obvious semantics. Similar assumptions 
have been made in [37] in the context of the CLP scheme. A set of Y-constraints will 
be the algebraic counterpart of the logical conjunction of its members. Thus we will 
freely mix the terms “set of .Y-constraints” and “conjunction of Y-constraints”. We 
will assume that the reader is familiar with the notions of solution, consi.srent:v and 
equicafmce of sets of constraints [37]. 
Let us now give some examples of constraint languages. 
2.1. The language ECL 
The language ECL (Equality Constraint Language) with predicate symbols =, # 
and an infinite number of constants has been defined in [26]. The intended structure for 
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this language interprets = as equality, # as nonequality and constants as “themselves”. 
An ECL-constraint is an ECL formula of the form xi = x2 or xi # x2 where x1,x2 are 
variables or constants. ECL has been used by [26] for the development of an extended 
relational model based on ECL-constraints. 
We now present two languages for expressing temporal constraints. 
2.2. The language dePCL 
The language dePCL (dense Point Constraint Language) allows us to make state- 
ments about points in dense time. dePCL is a first-order language with equality and the 
following set of nonlogical symbols: the set of rational numerals, function symbol - of 
arity 2 and predicate symbol < of arity 2. The terms and atomic formulas of dePCL 
are defined as follows. Constants and variables are terms. If tl and tz are variables or 
constants then tl - t2 is a term. An atomic formula of dePCL is a formula of the form 
t N c or c N t where N is < or =, t is a term and c is a constant. 
The intended structure for dePCL is Q. Q interprets each rational numeral by its 
corresponding rational number, function symbol - by the subtraction operation over 
the rationals and < by the relation “less than”. The theory Th(Q) is a subtheory of 
Th( R, +, < ), the theory of real addition with order [39]. 
A dePCL-constraint is a dePCL formula of the form t N c where t is a term, 
c is a constant and N is =, <, >, d or 2. For example, the formulas p1 < 
~2, p3 - p4 3 15, p3 = 514 are dePCL-constraints. 
2.3. The language diPCL 
As in the previous example, we can define the language diPCL (discrete Point 
Constraint Language) which allows us to make statements about points in discrete 
time. The definition of diPCL is almost identical to the definition of dePCL. The only 
difference is that points are identified with the integers, and are interpreted accordingly 
by the structure Z. The theory Th(Z) is a subtheory of Th(Z, +, <), the theory of 
integer addition with order (or Presburger arithmetic) [39]. diPCL-constraints are de- 
fined similarly with dePCL-constraints. For example, the formulas p1 < ~2, p3 - p4 
< 5, p3 = 8 are diPCL-constraints. 
We will also consider the many-sorted languages ECL+dePCL and ECL+diPCL. 
The language ECL+dePCL is the union of ECL and dePCL. The sorts of ECL+dePCL 
are GZ (for the infinite set of constants of ECL) and Q (for the rational numerals of 
dePCL). The symbols of ECL+dePCL are interpreted by the many-sorted structure 
which is the union of the intended structures for ECL and dePCL. ECL+diPCL is 
defined similarly (the sort of integer numerals will be denoted by 77). 
3. Variable and quantifier elimination 
We now define two operations that will be very crucial for the rest of our devel- 
opments: variable elimination and quantifier elimination. Variable elimination is an 
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algebraic operation; its logical counterpart is quantijer eliminution. In the rest of the 
paper we will alternate between the two notions and use the one which is more ap- 
propriate in each case. We will always assume that we have to deal with formulas of 
finite length. 
Notation 3.1. The vector of symbols (01 , . . . , o, ) will be denoted by 0. The natural 
number n will be called the size of 0 and will be denoted by ]??I. This notation will 
be used for vectors of variables but also for vectors of domain elements. Variables 
will be denoted by x, y,z, t, etc. and vectors of variables by X, y,z,t, etc. If .X and 7 
are vectors of variables then X \ 7 will denote the vector obtained from X by deleting 
the variables in 7. If X and 7 are vectors of variables and every variable in X is also 
contained in y then we will write XC 7. If x is a vector of variables then 2 will be 
a vector of constants of the same size. The notation X0 \ p is similarly defined for 
vectors of constants. 
Definition 3.1. Let 9 be a many-sorted first-order language. The class of Z-constraints 
admits variable elimination iff for every boolean combination C/J of Y-constraints in 
variables X, and every vector of variables z c 2, there exists a disjunction 4’ of con- 
junctions of Y-constraints in variables .F \ z such that 
( 1) If X0 is a solution of 4 then Zc \ 9 is a solution of 4’. 
(2) If (X \z)’ is a solution of 4’ then this solution can be extended to a solution A? 
of Cb. 
Some people might find the above definition overly strong. But requiring 4’ to be 
just a boolean combination of Y-constraints would turn out to be unsatisfactory for the 
database models discussed in Section 4. The reason is very simple: when we eliminate 
variables, we would have to deal with negations of Y-constraints. Similar arguments 
and definitions appear in [48]. 
The following definition will be useful in the forthcoming sections. 
Definition 3.2. Let 9 be a many-sorted first-order language. The class of _!Z’-constraints 
is weakll~ closed under negation if the negation of every Y-constraint is equivalent to 
a disjunction of F-constraints. 
The following proposition, whose proof can easily be done by induction [32], shows 
that if the class of Y-constraints is weakly closed under negation then we can deter- 
mine whether it also admits variable elimination by considering only conjunctions of 
.Y-constraints. 
Proposition 3.1. Let 0% be a many-sorted first-order language. The class o.f’ 
Y-constraints udmits variable elimination if it is lzjeakly closed under negation, and 
jtir every conjunction % of -Y-constraints in variables x and every vector qf’variables 
z c X, there exists a disjunction 8’ of conjunctions of P-constraints in variables X \ 2 
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such that 
(i) Zf Ya is a solution of 6 then Z? \# is a solution of 8’. 
(ii) Zf (X \ 2)’ is a solution of 8’ then this solution can be extended to a solution 
9 0fe. 
The importance of this proposition is that it provides us with the following algo- 
rithm for eliminating variables Z from a boolean combination 4 of 9’-constraints in 
variables X: 
(i) Transform 4 into a formula where negation applies only to Y-constraints (by 
applying De Morgan’s laws and laws for negation). 
(ii) Substitute every negated g-constraint by its equivalent disjunction of 9- 
constraints. 
(iii) Transform 4 into disjunctive normal form Bi V . . V film where each 8i is a 
conjunction of Y-constraints. 
(iv) Perform variable elimination in each Bi, i.e., substitute each disjunct Bi of 4 by 
the equivalent disjunction of conjunctions of 9’-constraints in variables X \ Z. 
For this algorithm to be effective, we must know how to perform steps 2 and 4. 
For most languages of interest step 2 will be obvious. Step 4 will usually be more 
involved. For the languages defined in Section 2 variable elimination is straightforward. 
In the case of ECL a variable elimination algorithm appears in most logic textbooks 
[ 14,7]. In the case of diPCL and dePCL, variable elimination can be performed using 
Fourier’s algorithm which was originally devised for linear inequality constraints over 
the real numbers [44]. Fourier’s algorithm can be summarized as follows. Any weak 
linear inequality involving a variable x can be written in the form x <r,, or x ari, i.e., it 
gives an upper or a lower bound on x. Thus if we are given two linear inequalities, one 
of the form x dr, and the other of the form x >ri, we can eliminate x and obtain the 
inequality ri <r,. Obviously, ri 6 r,, is a logical consequence of the given inequalities. 
In addition, any solution of ri <r, can be extended to a solution of the given inequalities 
(simply by choosing for x any value between the values of YI and rU). Following this 
observation, Fourier’s elimination algorithm forms all pairs x < r, and x > ~1, eliminates 
x and returns the resulting constraints. The generalization of this algorithm to strict 
linear inequalities is obvious. 
The following is an example of variable elimination [30]. 
Example 3.1. Eliminating variable xi from the set of dePCL inequalities 
{x3 <Xl, x5 6x1, Xl -x2<2, xq<x5] 
gives 
(x3 -x2<2, x5 -x2<& x4<x5}. 
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In the rest of this paper we will only be interested in constraints which admit 
variable elimination and are weakly closed under negation. Many interesting classes of 
constraints fall under this category. The following proposition shows that this is also 
the case for the constraint classes defined in the Section 2. 
Proposition 3.2. The classes oj ECL-, diPCL-, and dePCL-constraints admit variable 
elimination and are weakly closed under negation. 
Let us now consider elimination of quantifiers. 
Definition 3.3. Let Th be a theory in some language 9’. Th admits elimination oj 
yuant$ers iff for every formula 4 there is a disjunction 4’ of conjunctions of 
Y-constraints such that Th + $I = 4’. 
Similar to variable elimination this definition is stronger than the traditional one 
where 4’ is simply required to be quantifier-free [14]. We require 4’ to be in the 
above form because we do not want to deal with negations of Y-constraints. 
Proposition 3.3. The languages ECL, diPCL and dePCL admit quantifier elimina- 
tion. 
Proof. Let us assume that 4 is a formula of ECL, diPCL or dePCL. The stan- 
dard algorithm to eliminate quantifiers proceeds by computing the PNF form of b, 
and then eliminating quantifiers starting from the innermost one. Eliminating quanti- 
fier (Qx) from (Qx)O where B is quantifier-free can be done by transforming f1 in 
DNF and then eliminating variable x from each disjunct. The result now follows from 
Proposition 3.2. 0 
We have now presented all the concepts necessary for the understanding of con- 
straints and constraint languages. In the next section we show how to integrate con- 
straints and relational databases for the representation of infinite and indefinite 
information. 
4. Indefinite constraint databases 
In [26,27], Kanellakis et al. proposed to integrate constraints and relations for the 
representation of infinite information in a finite way. In this section we extend the 
scheme of [26] to account for indefinite information in the style of [23,20]. For the 
rest of this section, let 9’ be a many-sorted language and Mp be the intended Y- 
structure. Let us also assume that the class of Z-constraints admits variable elimination 
and is weakly closed under negation. 
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For each sort s E sorts(T), let U, be a countably infinite set of attributes of sort 
s. The set of all attributes, denoted by %, is UsEsortsCYI Us. The sort of attribute A 
will be denoted by sort(A). With each A E 42 we associate a set of values dam(A) = 
dom(s,My) called the domain of A. ’ A relation scheme R is a finite subset of %. 
We will first define Mu-relations which are unrestricted (i.e., finite or infinite) stan- 
dard relations. My-relations are a theoretical device for giving semantics to indefinite 
.Y-constraint relations. 
Definition 4.1. Let R be a relation scheme. An MT-relational tuple t over scheme R 
is a mapping from R to lJsEsorts~Y~ dom(s,My) such that t(A) E dom(sort(A),M&. 
An Mu-relation r over scheme R is an unrestricted set of My-relational tuples 
over R. 
For every s E sorts(.Z’), we now assume the existence of two disjoint countably 
infinite sets of variables: the set of u-variables UVARS, and the set of e-variables 
EVARS,. Let UVARy and EVARy denote lJsEso,.ts(i”I UVAR& and UsEso,.ts(YV) E AR”, 
respectively. The intersection of the sets UVAR 2 and EVARy with the domains of 
attributes is empty. 
Notation 4.1. U-variables will be denoted by letters of the English alphabet, usually 
X, y,z, t, possibly subscripted. E-variables will be denoted by letters of the Greek al- 
phabet, usually w, i, <, V, possibly subscripted. 
Definition 4.2. Let R be a relation scheme. An indejinite Y-constraint tuple t over 
scheme R is a mapping from R U {CON} to UVARy U WFF(2) such that (i) t(A) E 
UVAR$t(A) for each A E R, (ii) t(Ai) is different from t(Aj) for all distinct Ai, Aj E R, 
(iii) t(CON) is a conjunction of .Y-constraints and (iv) the free variables of t(CON) 
are included in {t(A) : A E R} U EVAR y. t(CON) is called the local condition of the 
tuple t while t(R) is called the proper part of t. 
Definition 4.3. Let R be a relation scheme. An indefinite Y-constraint relation over 
scheme R is a jinite set of indefinite Y-constraint tuples over R. Each indefinite 
Y-constraint relation r is associated with a boolean combination of Z-constraints 
G(r), called the global condition of r. 
Similarly we can define database schemes, My-relational databases and indefinite 
g-constraint databases [32]. Database schemes and databases will usually be denoted 
by E and 7 respectively. 
The above definitions extend the model of [26] by introducing e-variables which 
have the semantics of marked nulls of [23]. As in [20], the possible values of the 
e-variables can be constrained by a global condition. 
’ If s is a sort and M is a structure then dom(s, M) denotes the domain of s in structure M 
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Example 4.1. BOOKED is an indefinite ECL+dePCL-constraint relation giving the 
times that rooms are booked. The first tuple says that room WP2 12 is booked from 
I:00 to 7:O0. For room WP219 the information is indefinite: it is booked from I:00 
until some time between 5:00 and 8:O0. This indefinite information is captured by 
the e-variable o and its global condition 5 do 68. E-variubles can be understood as 
being existentially quantified and their scope is the entire database. They represent 
values that exist but are not known precisely [23,20]. All we know about these values 
is captured by the global condition. U-variables (e.g., x1,x2, tl, t2) can be understood 
as being universally quantified and their scope is the tuple in which they appear [26]. 
(See Table 1. ) 
Example 4.2. Let us consider a planning database used by a medical laboratory for 
keeping track of patient appointments for the year 1996. The set of integers P will 
be our time line. The year 1996 is assumed to start at time 0 and every interval 
[i, i + 1) represents a day (for i E Z and i 30). Time intervals will be represented 
by their endpoints. They will always be assumed to be of the form [B,E) where 
B and E are the endpoints. The following indefinite ECLfdiPCL-constraint relation 
APPOINTMENT gives a possible state of the database. 2 (See Table 2.) 
Table I 
BOOKED 
Room Time CON 
*I ti X1 = WP212. I <t, < 7 
.X1 t2 x2 = WP219. I <t2 < w 
G(BOOKED) : 5 <o> < 8 
Table 2 
APPOINTMENT 
Patient Treatment Begin End CON 
Smith 
Smith 
Smith 
Chemotherapy1 w, 
Chemotherapy2 013 
Radiation O? 
true 
true 
true 
2 In this example we do not follow strictly our definition of an Y-constraint tuple. The example can easily 
be made to conform with Definition 4.2 by introducing u-variables and adding equality constraints in the 
local condition of each tuple. 
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The above database represents the following information: 
(i) There are three scheduled appointments for patient Smith. This is represented 
by three tuples in relation APPODITMENT. 
(ii) Chemotherapy appointments must be scheduled for a single day. Radiation ap- 
pointments must be scheduled for two consecutive days. This information is represented 
by constraints 0.12 = 01 + 1, w4 = 03 + 1, and wg = w5 + 2. 
(iii) The first chemotherapy appointment for Smith should take place in the first 
three months of 1996 (i.e., days O-91). This information is represented by constraint 
02 <91. 
(iv) The second chemotherapy appointment for Smith should take place in the second 
three months of 1996 (i.e., days 92-182). This information is represented by constraints 
03291 and wq<182. 
(v) The first chemotherapy appointment for Smith must precede the second by at 
least two months (60 d). This information is represented by constraint 03 - 02 260. 
(vi) The radiation appointment for Smith should follow the second chemotherapy 
appointment by at least 20 d. Also, it should take place before the end of July (i.e., 
day 213). This information is represented by constraints 05 - 0.1~ 3 20 and 06 < 2 13. 
This example shows that the formalism of this paper needs to be extended with intervals 
and calendars so that it can be used more effectively in real-life applications. The 
extension with intervals has already been described in [30]. 
4.1. Semantics 
Let us first define two special kinds of valuations. An e-valuation in MY is a 
valuation whose domain is restricted to the set EVARy. Similarly, a u-valuation in 
Mu is a valuation whose domain is restricted to the set UVARy. The symbols Val&, 
and Val&, will denote the set of e-valuations and u-valuations in My, respectively. 
The result of applying an e-valuation u to an indefinite _5?-constraint relation r over 
R will be denoted by v(r). u(r) is an Y-constraint relation over R obtained from r 
by substituting each e-variable o of r by the constant symbol whose denotation in 
structure MY is U(U). The result of applying a u-valuation of My to the proper part 
of a tuple can be defined as follows. If t is an Y-constraint tuple on scheme R and 
u is a u-valuation in MY then u(t) is an My-tuple over R such that for each A E R, 
u(t)(A) = u(t(A)). 
The semantics of an Y-constraint relation is given by the function points [26]. points 
takes as argument an Y-constraint relation r over R and returns the My-relation over 
R which is finitely represented by r: 
points(r) = {u(t) : t E r, u E VaZh, and MY b t(CON)[u]} 
The semantics of an indefinite Y-constraint relation Y over scheme R is defined to be 
the following set of My-relations: 
sem(r) = {points(v(r)) : there exists 1; E Valb, s.t. My /= G(r)[v]} 
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The function rep will also be useful in the rest of this paper. If Y is an indefinite 
Y-constraint relation over scheme R then rep gives the set of Y-constraint relations 
represented by r: 
rep(~) = {c(r) : there exists c’ E Va/gtY, s.t. My b G(v)[r]}. 
The functions points, sem and rep can be extended to databases in the obvious way. ’ 
5. Querying indefinite .Y-constraint databases 
In [26] relational calculus with 2’-constraints as a declarative query language for 
Y-constraint databases is proposed. In this section we propose modal relational cul- 
cults with S?-constraints as a declarative query language for indefinite Y-constraint 
databases. Similar modal query languages have been investigated in [36,35,41]. We 
have also defined an algebraic language, the modal Y-constraint algebra, for querying 
indefinite Y-constraint databases. The interested reader can consult [30.3 l] for more 
details. 
Definition 5.1. Let E be a database scheme and R( Cl.. , &) be a relation scheme. 
An expression over g in modal relational calculus with F-constraints is 
{R(C~....,c,,),x~/sl,.. . >xm/h?l : OP cj(x I,.. .xm)) 
where s, E sovts(.Y) is the sort of C,, OP is an optional modal operator o or U, 4 is 
a well-formed formula of relational calculus with Y-constraints and xl,. ..r,, are the 
only free variables of 4. If an expression does not contain a modal operator then it 
will be called pure, otherwise it will be called modal. 
We will now define the value of expressions in modal relational calculus 
Definition 5.2. Let f‘ be the pure expression 
{R(C,. ..C,n),x,/s, ,...,&n/&n : ~h,...,&)J 
over g in modal relational calculus with 6V-constraints. If F is an indefinite Y-constraint 
database over E then the value of f‘ on the set of My-relational databases sem(7;), 
whose finite representation is 7, is the following set of Mu-relations: 
f(sem(7)) = {{(al,. ,a,,) E dom(sl) x x dom(snl) : 
(My,Dom,Y’) b &a,,. .,a,)} : 7’ t sem(7)). 
3 The above definitions imply that indefinite Y-constraint relations are interpreted in a closed-world fashion. 
They are assumed to represent all facts relevant to an application domain. However the exact value of an) 
attribute of these facts may not be known precisely. 
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Table 3 
BOOKED_ AT_ 6 
Room CON 
x1 x1 = WP212 
x2 x2 = WP219, w > 6 
The question left open by the above definition is whether we can guarantee closure as 
required by the constraint query language principles laid out in [26]. In other words, 
given a pure expression f of modal relational calculus with A?-constraints, and an 
indefinite _Y-constraint database 7, is it possible to find an indefinite Y-constraint 
relation which finitely represents f(sem@))? In [3 1,301 we have answered this ques- 
tion affirmatively by showing how to translate calculus queries into algebraic queries. 
In Section 6, we show an alternative way of performing query evaluation based on 
quantifier elimination. 
Example 5.1. The query “Find all rooms that are booked at 6:OO” over the database 
of Example 4.1 can be expressed as 
(BOOKED_AT_6(Room),x/9 : BOOKED(x,6)). 
The answer to this query is given as in Table 3. This answer is conditional. Room 
WP212 is booked on time 6. However, room WP219 is booked on time 6 only under 
the condition that w is greater than 6. In Section 6 we will show how to evaluate 
calculus queries and compute a finite representation of the answer. 
Definition 5.3. Let f be the modal expression 
over g in modal relational calculus with Z-constraints. If r is an indefinite Z-constraint 
database over E then the value of f on the set of Md;P-relational databases sem(F), 
whose finite representation is 7, is the following singleton set of Mu-relations: 
Asem@)) = {{ (a~, ..,a,) e dom(s,) x ... x don+,): 
for every Mz-relational database 7’ E sem(7) 
The value of a o -expression is defined in the same way but now the quantification over 
Mu-relational databases in sem(7) is existential. Section 6 and [3 1,301 demonstrate that 
expressions of modal relational calculus with Z-constraints can also be evaluated in 
closed form. In summary, for every expression f (pure or modal) in modal relational 
calculus with dP-constraints and indefinite Y-constraint database 7, it is possible to 
find an indefinite T-constraint relation which finitely represents f@). 
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Table 4 
POSS_BOOKED_AT_6 
Room CON 
Table 5 
APP_ SMITH 
Patient Treatment CON 
Smith 
Smith 
Chemotherapy1 
Chemotherapy2 
Example 5.2. The query “Find all rooms that are possibly booked at 6:00” over the 
database of Example 4.1 can be expressed as 
(POSSBOOKEDAT_6(R oom),x,/5’ : oBOOKED(x, 6)). 
If this query is evaluated using the method of Section 6, the answer will be as in 
Table 4. 
The above answer is unconditional. It is possible that both rooms WP212 and WP2 19 
are booked on time 6. 
Example 5.3. Let us now consider the database of Example 4.2 and the query “Find 
all appointments for Smith that should necessarily take place in the first six months of 
1996”. This query can be expressed as follows: 
{ APP_SMITH(Patient, Treatment),x, y/9 : 
q (APPOINTMENT(x,y,tl,t7) A tl 30 A t2 < 182)}. 
The answer to this query is provided in Table 5. 
Queries in modal relational calculus with Y-constraints allow o and q as top-level 
connectives only. It is not difficult to relax this requirement to allow for a full-fledged 
modal query language with constraints (but we will not explore this route in this paper). 
The interested reader is referred to [36,35,41] for similar efforts. 
6. Evaluating calculus queries over Y-constraint databases 
In [31] we have shown that expressions of modal relational calculus with Y- 
constraints have equivalent expressions in modal p-constraint algebra. Thus we can 
evaluate a calculus expression by evaluating an equivalent algebraic expression. As 
we have shown in [30,31], algebraic query evaluation can be done bottom-up and the 
answer is obtained in closed form. Therefore calculus expressions can also be eval- 
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uated bottom-up in closed form on indefinite _CZ-constraint databases. Our results (as 
well as the analogous theorems of [25,30,38]) provide a translation of calculus ex- 
pressions into algebraic expressions. This translation can be the first step in optimizing 
the evaluation of expressions in relational calculus with &?-constraints. 
Query evaluation over indefinite y-constraint databases can also be viewed as quan- 
tifier elimination in the theory Th(MT). Quantifier elimination is always possible in 
our framework since Th(My) admits quantifier elimination. This idea was originally 
presented in [26] in the less general scheme of g-constraint databases. The following 
theorem is from [26]. 
--_ 
Notation 6.1. We will use x, y,z, . . . to represent vectors of variables of 9, Z, b, C, . . 
--- 
to represent vectors of domain elements, X, Y, 2,. . . to represent vectors of attributes of 
relations, s, s’, . . to represent vectors of sorts and 0 to represent vectors of e-variables. 
The size of a vector X will be denoted by 1x1. 
Theorem 6.1. Let F be an 9-constraint database over R and f be the expression 
{R(X),F/IS : c#J(X)} over R in relational calculus with 2’-constraints. Then f (points(F)) 
= {a : My b $[- x +- a]} where $ is the formula of 2 corresponding to 4 and X 
The formula of 9 corresponding to 4 and 7 can be obtained from r~5 by substituting 
each occurence of a database predicate R(x) by the disjunction of conjunctions of 
9-constraints which is equivalent to the relation over scheme R. 
Let us now consider indefinite Z-constraint databases. 
Theorem 6.2. Let 7 be an indefinite _Y-constraint database over R. Let G(w) be 
the global condition of F where W is a vector of e-variables of sort s’. Let f 
be the expression {R(z),%/Is : OP C/I(X)} over i? in modal relational calculus with 
S?-constraints. Zf OP is o then 
f (sem(?)) = {{a : My b (Z/S’)(G(F) A $‘(X,Z))[k +- a]}}. 
If OP is q then f(sem(7)) = {{a : My /= (tiF/?)(G(Z) > $‘(X,Z))[X + ??I}}. In 
the previous expressions G(F) is the formula of 2 obtained from G(z) by substi- 
tuting z for ?c,, and $‘(x,z) is the formula of Y which is obtained from the formula 
corresponding to 4 and 7 by substituting z for 0. 
The theorem implies that queries in modal relational calculus with _S?-constraints 
over Z-constraint databases can be evaluated in closed form by eliminating quantifiers 
from a formula of 9’. The resulting formula in DNF can be turned into an indefinite 
Z-constraint relation which is the answer to the query f. 
Example 6.1. The query “Find all rooms that are possibly booked between 4:00 and 
5:OO” over the database of Example 4.1 can be expressed as follows: 
(BOOKED_4TO?@h’),x/9 : o(3t/g)(BOOKED(x, t) /I 4<t 65)). 
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This query can be evaluated by eliminating quantifiers from the following ECL+dePCL 
formula: 
(%1/‘lJ)(Sdw68 A (3t/Q)((x= WP212 A I<t A r<2) 
v (.I, = WP219 A 1 <t A t<(o)) A 4<t A t<5). 
The result is x = WP2 12 V x = WP2 19. 
The above theorems will be used in Section 8 to analyze the complexity of query 
evaluation in TCDB and ITCDB. 
7. Quantifier elimination in theories of temporal constraints 
In this section we study the problems of decision and quantifier elimination for 
theories T/z(Q) and 7%(Z). Our techniques will be similar to the ones described in 
[ 16, 171. The main point of these techniques is that “given a particular theory, one 
gives an elimination of quantifiers procedure, analyzes it to see how large constants 
can grow, and then uses this analysis (...) to limit quantifiers to range over finite sets 
instead of an infinite domain” [ 161. 
We will first develop a decision procedure for theory 7’h(Q). Then we will use 
this procedure for developing a quantifier elimination algorithm for arbitrary dePCL 
formulas. Although the algorithms for T/?(Q) and T/z(Z) are similar, the complexity 
analysis for 7%(Q) is trickier. The results of this section will be used in Section 8 for 
studying the complexity of query evaluation in TCDB and ITCDB. 
7.1. A decision procedure for theory Th(Q) 
At first we show that we can confine our attention to formulas of dePCL with only, 
intrger constants (i.e., no rationals). A similar result appears in [3] in the context of 
checking emptiness of the language of a timed automaton. 
Definition 7.1. Let 4 be a formula of dePCL and r E (ID. Then & will denote the 
formula which is obtained from 4 by replacing each rational constant L’ by I’ c. If 
Z t Q” then Y, ? will denote (Y . ~1, ., r. 7,). 
Lemma 7.1. Lrt 4 he a formula of‘ drPCL with j&r wriahlrs 5. If’ r t Q. r > 0 
und t E cY’ then 
Proof. Use induction on the structure of 4. C 
The following definitions will be used often in the subsequent discussion. 
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Definition 7.2. Let d be an integer. We will say that i is limited by the positive integer 
L, denoted by i $ L, iff ii/ <L. 
Definition 7.3. Let r be a rational. We will say that Y is limited by fraction A/B, 
denoted by i $ A/B, iff its numerator is limited by A and its denominator is B. 
Example 7.1. The rationals limited by 213 are -2/3, -l/3,0, l/3 and 2/3. 
The following lemma will be used for estimating the rational constants obtained after 
any number of quantifier eliminations. 
Lemma 7.2. Let r 1,. . . ,r,, be rationals limited by Al/B,. . . , AR/B. Then r-1 $ . s. -I- Y,, 
is limited by Al + . . + A,/B. 
Definition 
if, instead 
A/B. 
7.4. A quantifier Qz is limited by the fraction A/B, denoted by Qz < A/B, 
of ranging over al1 rational numbers, it ranges over all rationals limited by 
Definition 7.5. If I$ is a dePCL formula then maxabs(~) will denote the maximum 
absolute value of the integers which appear in 4 as numerators or denominators. If 
4 involves only integer constants then maxabs($) will denote the maximum absolute 
value of the integers which appear in 4. 
Lemma 7.3. Let 4 be the fo~lo~~~ing dePCL sentence: 
Let us also assume that only integer constants appear in Q1. Then Q + Ct, &7 Q + 4’ 
where 4’ is the same as 4 except that (Q;ti) is substituted by 
( 
Qi B 
2K+3’-‘(maXabs( #) + 1) 
2’ 
> 
for all i = I,...,K. 
Proof. We will use induction on the order of appearance of the quantifier in (p. We 
assume that 4 is in prefix normal form (PNF). Note that the proof still goes through 
when this assumption is dropped. 
Base case, i = 1. Let us eliminate quantifiers (Qztg ), . . . , (QKtK) from 4 using the 
procedure of Proposition 3.3. It is easy to see that the integer constants in the resulting 
formula (Qtti)&(ti) are limited by 2K-‘(mmabs($) + 1). These integers 
into the following set S of 4 2K-‘(maxab.s(~) + 1) + 3 distinct intervals: 
‘s = { (--OC7,2K-‘( Max& + I)), (2”-1(maxabs(~) + 1 ),X)0)} 
u {[i,i] : -2K-$YUzxabs(~) + 1)<i<2K-l(maX&?s(~) + 1)) 
u((i,i+ I): -2”-‘(manabs + l)<i<2K-i(maxnbs(#) + 
partition Q 
1) - 1). 
The truth value of #(tt ) remains the same for all tr in the same interval of S. Therefore 
we can determine the truth value of (@r )&(tt ) in Q by dete~ining the truth value 
of #(fr ) while ti ranges over a finite set of representatives, one for each interval of 
S. The set 
&,> = ((t, -+- tz)1’2 : ti,tz E E and tl,rz =( 2”-‘(mux~hs(4) + I ,} 
~_J~-2~-l(~~~~ff~~~~) -I- 1  - 1, 2~--1(~~~~~~~(~)) + I) + 1) 
is an appropriate set of such representatives. Lemma 7.2 impfies that the elements of 
S,.CbI, are ration& limited by 2Kf’(maunbs(gf) + 1 )i2. 
ri~~z~~f~~:~~ ,SI~P. Let us now assume that the lemma holds for quantifiers ($Jr tl ), . . _ 
(Qt,). We will show that the Lemma holds for (@+rti+r ) as well. From the induction 
ilypothesis we have Q b d, if and only if Q i=; &tr where d,r is 
C 
~If, ~ 2~~i(~~~~~~S~~~ f 1) 
1 ( 
I” Qitj < ___.- 2j 
2~~~i-~(~~~~~~.~~~) -t I ) 
2 ) 
(!A I fi< 1) . . . K!Kk )~(~~, f. * 1 ff: 1. 
Let us eliminate quantiliers (&Ic&, ~. ,(f->~t~) from (91 using the procedure of 
Proposition 3.3 to arrive at the following formula $2: 
C 
2~+‘(~~~~~(~) + 1) 
) ( 
2~~~i-~(~z~.~~~~~~) + I) 
Qlfl 4 ~~ 
2 
..’ &f;< 2’ i 
(ei.+ltiil)~i(fl~.~~~f;+l)~ 
The truth value of &J depends on the truth values of all formulas 
(eiiIti+I)~l(~l~...~~i~ti+l) 
where 
2”““;-‘(maxAs(~) + I) 
rj =$ - 
2j 
, j = l,.*.,i. 
The atomic formulas of (~;+~t~~~~~~(~~ ,...,T,,ti+i) are of the form ![,I -Y 0~ fi+l - 
?i -!- r where 1 <.j<:i, N is <, d or =, zj is a rational limited as above and r is an 
integer limited by 2KV”(‘f’)(maxahs(4) + 1). 
Let us now observe that every rational limited by 2”~-;“j-2(maxahs(4)+ 1)!2j, where 
1 ,<,j<i -. 1, is included in the set of rationals limited by 
2Ap;‘3’-“( nzaxabs(dj) + I ),/2’. 
Therefore r,, -I-Y is a rational limited by 2Kt3i-’ fmax&s(c~)-I- 1)/2’. Using an argument 
similar to the one given for the base case, we can see that the quantifier f&.rti.t 1) 
can be limited to range over rationals that are the average of two rationals limited by 
2”13’-‘(muxcabs($)+ 1 )/Z’, or are one smaller or one larger than all such averages. As 
a result, (&$+t&+r) can be limited by 2Kt3tii’)-2 (mffxctbs( 4) -t 1)/2”+’ (From Lemma 
7.2). The result follows. C 
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Remark 7.1. The models of computation used in the rest of this paper are dete~inistic 
and nondete~inisti~ Turing machines with a read-only input tape, a fixed number of 
read/write work tapes and a write-only output ape where the head can never move left. 
The time of a computation is its length. The space of a computation is the number of 
cells visited on the work tapes. Precise definitions of these notions and the associated 
time and space complexity classes can be found in the standard literature [24]. 
If i > 1 then log i will denote [log, il. By convention we assume that log 1 = 1. 
Formulas will be represented by the standard binary encoding. Integers are written 
in binary. Rationals are written as fractions of two integers. Variables are chosen from 
ua, ~1, qo, etc. (i.e., subscripts are written in binary). If # is a formula then 141 denotes 
the length of 4. 
We are now ready to prove the basic result of this section. 
Theorem 7.1. Let c$ be a dePCL sentence. The problem of deciding whether Q + (I, 
is P~PACE-complete. 
Proof. Lower bound. PSPACE-hardness follows from a straightfoward reduction from 
QBF [47]. 
Upper bound. An algorithm for this problem can proceed as follows. First, we 
transform Q, into formula 4’ which involves only integer constants. This can be done 
by multiplying every fraction p/q of (b by the product of all denominators of fractions 
in #. Therefore every integer in #’ will be limited by m~abs(#)‘~l+‘. We can conclude 
that 
and maxabs( 4’) < ma.xabs( 4)1#1+‘. 
Then we can use the recursive algorithm DEPC-EVAL shown in Fig. 2 to decide 4’. 
This algo~thm will make use of Lemma 7.3 to limit quantifiers over finite sets of 
rationals. Every such rational has a numerator limited by 24~-2(m~abs(#‘) + 1) and 
a denominator limited by 2K where K is the number of quantifiers in 4’. Storing the 
numerator of each one of these rationals requires 
4K - 2 + log(maxabs(#) + 1) d 4K - 1 + log(maxabs(4)ltii+*) 
d 4K - 1 + (/4/ + 1) log(m~abs(~)) 
d 6/#i2 
bits while storing the denominator requires 0( 141) bits. Thus DEPC-EVAL needs 0( ]+13) 
space for keeping track of the current assignment to the quantified variables of 4’. No 
more space is required for bookkeeping, Therefore the total space requirement of DEPC- 
EVAL is 0(/r$/3). fl 
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Algorithm DEPC-EvAL($) 
Input: A dePCL sentence 4. 
Output: 1 iff Q + $. Otherwise 0. 
Method: 
13 
(i) 
(ii) 
(iii) 
(iv) 
If Q is an atomic formula of dePCL (with no variables) and Q b d t.llen 
return 1, else return 0. 
If aj is dl V cj2 and DEPC-EvAL(&) returns 1 then retturn 1. else rctllrn 
the result of DEPC-EVAL(&). 
If $I is 76’ and the result of DEPC-EvAL(#) is 1 then return 0, else return 
1. 
If C+!J is (3t)$‘(t) then for every rational T 3 24”-2(n~asabs(p) + I)/?“. 
ca.ll DEPC-EVAL($‘(?‘)). If t,h e result of one of these calls is I t,hen return 
1 else return 0. 
Fig. 2. The algorithm DEPC-EVAL.. 
Remark 7.2. In [29] the space complexity of deciding 7%(Q) was given as O(141’ log 
141) because we were working under the assumption that any integer constant in a 
formula 4 of dePCL is assumed to have size O(log 141) (Remark 4.1 of [29]). This 
assumption is now only used in Section 8 when we consider data complexity. 
It might be interesting to compare the above result with the following theorems. The 
first one considers a theory which is less expressive than T/z(Q). The second deals 
with the full first-order theory of real addition with order. 
Theorem 7.2 (Ferrante and Gieser [15] and Kanellakis et al. [26]). Deciding a sen- 
tence of length n in the Jirst order theory of rational order can be done in de- 
terministic space O(n log n). 
Theorem 7.3 (Berman [4] and Bruss and Meyer [5]). The problem of deciding a 
sentence of length n in the theory Th(R, +, < ) is complete for the class lJk,” 
TA [2”1 )n]. 
The next theorem follows easily from the above discussion. It is also a consequence 
of the fact that deciding a formula of the same form in the first-order theory of real 
addition with order is also C:-complete [45]. 
Theorem 7.4. Let 4 be 3k sentence of dePCL. The problem of deciding 
Q + 4 is Cf-complete. 
A corresponding IIf bound can be established for Yk sentences of dePCL. 
,r.hethrr 
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7.2. Quantifier elimination in Th(Q) 
We will now present a quantifier elimination algorithm for open formulas of dePCL. 
The following lemma will allow us to concentrate on dePCL formulas with only integer 
constants. 
Lemma 7.4. Let 4 be a formula of dePCL and 4’ be a quantifier-free formula equiv- 
alent to 4. If r E &D and r > 0 then 4’ z &I where $ is a quantijier-free formula 
equivalent to +r. 
Proof. Let X be the vector of variables in 4’. The symbol @“I will denote the Cartesian 
product &p x . . . x Q (1x1 times). If X E Q 1’1 then the following equivalences prove the 
lemma (with help from Lemma 7.1): 
Now assume we are given a formula 4 of dePCL. We can find a quantifier-free 
formula equivalent to 4 as follows. First we transform $ into a formula & which has 
only integer constants by multiplying every fraction by an appropriate integer r. Then 
we find a quantifier-free formula $ equivalent to &.. Finally, we compute &-I which 
is a quantifier-free formula equivalent to 4. 
Let us then assume that 4(t) is a formula of dePCL which involves only integer 
constants, and i are all the free variables of 4. A quantifier free formula 4’ equivalent to 
4 can be found in the following way. At first, we estimate how large integer constants 
can grow in the constraints of the answer. Then we use this information to construct 
a finite partition of the space Ql’l into regions with the following properties: 
(i) Every region can be represented by a conjunction of dePCL-constraints with 
only integer constants. 
(ii) The truth value of the sentence 4(Z) is the same for all points Z in the same 
region. 
Therefore we can check whether all points in a region satisfy 4(i) by picking a 
single point z in the region and checking whether Q + 4(Z) is true. The latter check 
can be done using the above algorithm DEPC-EVAL. Every conjunction of constraints 
representing a region for which this check succeeds, becomes a disjunct in the DNF 
form of 4’. Similar techniques have been used in [26]. 
The technical tools which we will introduce immediately come from the temporal 
constraint literature [ 111. Similar tools have also been used under various names in 
[42,9] for studying the complexity of query evaluation for Datalog with integer gap- 
order constraints. Let C be a set (i.e., conjunction) of dePCL or diPCL inequalities in 
variables xi, . . . ,x,,. The binary inequality constraint network (BICN) associated with 
C is a labeled directed graph G = (V,E) where V = { 1,. . ,n}. Node i represents 
variable x, and edge (Cj) represents the binary constraints involving xc and xi. Let 
US assume that the constraints on xj - X, are x,/ - xi <di, and Xj - .Xi 3 - dii where 
--dii <d;;. Then the corresponding BICN N will have an edge i --) j labeled by the 
coBzx.x interval Nij = [-dj;,d,]. Unary constraints are represented with the introduction 
of a special variable .x0 = 0. The notions of solution set, consistency and minimality 
are defined as usual [12]. If a BICN has n + 1 nodes (including the 0th one which 
corresponds to variable x0 = 0), we will say that it is of size ~1. We will also use a 
function Constraints(N) which gives the set of binary constraints represented by BlCN 
N. The formal definition of Constraints is omitted. 
An alternative graph representation will also be useful. Let c’ be a set of dePCL or 
diPCL inequalities in variables x1,. . . ,xn. The distance graph associated with t is a 
directed labeled graph G = (V,:E) where V = (1.. . . , rz}. Node i represents variable 
x, and edge (i,j) represents the binary constraints involving x; and Xi. If there is a 
constraint xi ~ xi <d;, in C then edge i --+ j of the associated distance graph will 
be labeled by d,J. The concept of minimal distance graph can be defined similarly 
with the concept of minimal network. Given the minimal network associated with a set 
of weak inequality constraints, it is trivial to construct the associated minimal distance 
graph (and vice versa). The set of constraints Coiz.~traj~zts(G) represented by a distance 
graph G is defined as for BICN. 
Let us now define a special kind of BICN. 
Definition 7.6. A rational BICN with bounds from the set Z C Z is a consistent BlCN 
with all edges labeled with [c,c],(c,d), (c, 30) or (-cm, c) where c < d and c,d E Z. 
Let us now define the concept of a formula corresponding to a rational BICN rzi. 
Definition 7.7. Let N be a rational BICN of size n. The formula with free variables 
.Y = (x,, .,x,) corresponding to N is the dePCL formula 
where M is the minimal network equivalent to N. This formula will be denoted by 
Q(N). 
Notation 7.1. If $ is a dePCL formula with K quantifiers and vector of free variables 
7 then Z, will denote the set of integers 
The following lemmas help to establish the main result. Lemma 7.5 tells us how to 
partition the answer space into regions. Subsequent lemmas give properties of rational 
BICN. 
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Lemma 7.5. Let (b(T) be a dePCL formula with only integer constants (i.e., rzo 
rati~nais). Theft there is a ~u~nti~er-free Formosa ~(~) equivalent o d, with the 
foflowing properties: 
(i) 4’ is in DNF. 
(ii) Every disjunct of 4’ is the dePCL formula corresponding to a rational BICN 
N of size JiJ with bounds from the set 24. 
Proof. Let cjl(i) be the quanti~er-free formula 
$1(i) v . - * v l/f&) 
equivalent to Q, obtained by the algorithm of Proposition 3.3. Let us also assume that 
the only relation symbol appearing in $1 is G. It is easy to see that integer constants 
in $JI are limited by 2Kmaxabs(d). 
Let NI,... , N,, (ml <m) be the minimal BICN corresponding to the consistent &:‘s 
(i = 1,. . . , m). Let us create the formula 
(b&) 3 $Qt> v . . . v ~~,~~) 
where 
IG;‘= A q, for all i = 1,. . . ,ml. 
~EConstraint.s(N,) 
Every integer Y, such that tk-tl <r (or tk-tj = r) is a conjunct in some I#, is the length 
of the shortest (simple) path connecting nodes k and E in the minimal distance graph 
for N;: 1121. The number of edges in a simple path is ItI and the label of each edge is 
limited by 2Kmaxabs(#). Therefore every integer in 42 is limited by ltl 2Kmaxabs($). 
We can now obtain a formula equivalent to 42 in the desired form as follows: 
(i) From every I/Q’ construct a conjuction of disjunctions &” in the following way, 
(a) For every pair of variables &, tl such that & - ti = rl is in $;, add tk -II = rl 
to J/i”_ 
(b) For every pair of variables tk, ti such that tk - ti dri and & - fl >rz is in I/J:, 
add 
V tk - tf = r 
r24r<r1 
(c) For every pair of variables such that only tk - tl drl is in I,$, add conjunct 
to I#’ where A = Ii/ ZKma.xabs(q6). 
(d) For every pair of variables such that only tk - tl3r2 is in I#, add conjunct 
v tk- tl = r v tk - tl > A 
r2<r$A 
to +Gy where A is as above. 
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(e) For every pair of variables tk, t/ such that &’ contains no constraint involving 
tk and t/, add conjunct 
to I/I:’ where A is as above. 
(ii) Transform every &“(t) in DNF. Let 
(I,(i) v . v On(?) 
be the resulting formula. 
(iii) Let MI ,. ,M,, (n, <n) be the minimal BICN corresponding to consistent (Ii’s 
(i= 1 , . . n). The wanted formula 4’(t) is 
O’,(i) v . v e;,(t) 
where 
q= A g, for all i = l,..., nr. 0 
q~Cunstroints(M,) 
Lemma 7.6. Let Z he un element of OP. For any set Z 2 & there exists u unique 
rational BICN N with bounds from Z such that Q b @(N)(T). 
Proof. Existence is obvious. For the uniqueness part, we simply observe that Nr # Nz 
implies that @(Nr ) A @(Nz) is inconsistent. C 
The following lemma allows us to verify the truth of a dePCL formula over a region 
of the answer space by verifying its truth over a point in this region. 
Lemma 7.7. Let 4(i) be a dePCL form& with only integer constants (i.e., no ru- 
tionals). If N is u rational BZCN with bounds from the set Z$ then Q + @(N) > 41 
ifl Q + 4(Z) .jor an arbitrary z such that Q b @(N)(T). 
Proof. The “only if” part is trivial so we consider the “if” part. Let us assume that 
there is t E @‘I such that Q + @(N)(5) and Q + I,@). Let 
4’(t) = H{(i)) v . v e;(t) 
be the dePCL formula equivalent to 4 computed as in Lemma 7.5. Then there exists 
a single disjunct O,(t) of 4’ such that Q + &(Z). But then Oi must be @(N) from 
Lemma 7.6. Therefore Q + V(@(N) > (b) since G(N) is a disjunct of 4’. II 
The following theorem gives the main result of this section. 
Theorem 7.5. Let 4 be a dePCL formula. A quanttjier-free jbrmulu equivalent to b, 
in DNF can he computed in PSPACE. 
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Proof. Let us assume that # has K quantifiers and ii is the vector of all its free 
variables. We can find a quantifier-gee formula equivalent to 4 as follows. First, we 
transform (p into a formula (6’ which involves only integer constants. This can be 
done as in Theorem 7.1: we multiply every fraction of 4 by the product P of all 
denominators of fractions in 4. 
Secondly, we generate, one by one, all rational BICN of size Jtl with bounds from 
(since maxabs(~‘)~:maxabs(~)i#l”). For each BICN N, we find a solution T of N 
(using the minimal network M) and check whether Q b #(Z) using algorithm DEPC- 
EVAL of Theorem 7.1. If this check succeeds then we divide each constant of @i(N) 
by P and use the result to form a disjunct of the returned formula. The correctness 
of this procedure follows from the previous lemmas. It is not difficult to see that the 
above algorithm can be implemented by a deterministic Turing machine in PSPACE 
/32]. 0 
7.3. QuantiJier elimination in theory Th(2) 
The decision and quantifier elimination problems for theory Th(Z) can also be han- 
dled with similar techniques [32]. 
Theorem 7.6. If t$ is a diPCL sentence then the problem of deriding whether Z /== & 
is PSPACE-~o~~p~~te. If (it is a 3k sentence of diPCL then this problem Cl-complete. 
If 4 is a diPCL formula then a quantifier-free formula equivalent o 4 in DNF can 
be computed in PSPACE. 
Proof. In [29] we showed that Th(Z) can be decided in 0(1#12) space. (After we 
wrote [29], we discovered that this actually follows immediately from Theorem 5.32 
of [1’7] where the theory of natural numbers with the successor function is considered. 
The bound for the quantifier elimination problem can also be found in 1291.) 0 
Let us observe that a sentence of length n in Th(Z, $, <) can be decided by a 
deterministic Turing machine in space 0(22”) for some constant c [16]. More precisely, 
the decision problem for Th(Z, +, <) is complete for the class lJkzO TA[2”:P,n] [4,5], 
In addition, there exist constants d, e > 0 such that a deterministic Turing machine can 
decide a sentence of PA with length n > 4 and at most k alternations of quantifiers 
in 0(2d?Z”‘J ) space and 0(2Z”y+4 ) time [40]. Finally, [19] shows that there is a constant 
c > 0 such that no 2(“!m)ck time-bounded non-deterministic Turing machine can decide 
a Presburger arithmetic formula of size n and quantifier alternation depth k. 
Figs. 3 and 4 summarize the best known complexity bounds for decision and quan- 
tifier elimination for the various theories discussed in this section. The first figure 
considers arbitrary formulas of size n. The second figure considers formulas of size 
n with k (fixed) alternations of quantifiers. For the theory Th(Z) our main contribu- 
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DSPACE(Y”) NTIME( ?) 
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Koubarakis [30] 
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Kanellakis et al. [26] 
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FerrantP-Kackoff 1171 
NSPACE(cn) 
Ferrante-Ra.ckoff [ 17 J
NSPACE(~~~‘/2j 
St,ockmeyer 141 
Fig. 3. Complexity bounds for various logical theories 
tion is a quantifier elimination procedure which complements the decision procedure 
given in [17]. For the theory T/z(Q) our main contribution is a decision procedure with 
complexity DSPACE(n3), and also a quantifier elimination procedure. 
8. The complexity of query evaluation in TCDB and ITCDB 
In this section we study the complexity of query evaluation in TCDB and TTCDB. 
We use the results of Section 6 to transform any query answering problem to a 
quantifier-elimination problem and then exploit the techniques of Section 7 to derive 
the complexity bounds. 
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Reddy-Loveland [40] Fiirer [ 191 
TA(R,S,<) CE-complete 
Sontag [45] 
WZ) X:-complete 
Th(Q) Koubarakis [32] 
Fig. 4. Complexity bounds for various logical theories (fixed number of quantifier alternations). 
The complexity of database query evaluation is usually measured using the notions of 
data complexity and combined complexity introduced in [51,6]. These notions can be 
defined as follows: 
Combined complexity. In this case we measure the complexity of query evaluation 
as a function of the size of the database, the size of the schema and the size of the 
query. 
Data complexity. In this case we measure the complexity of query evaluation as a 
function of the database size only; the query and the schema are considered jixed. 
We also assume that the size of any integer constant in the database is logarithmic 
in the size of the database. When a database is viewed as a formula of dePCL or 
diPCL, this is equivalent to assuming that any integer constant in a formula 4 is 
assumed to have size O(log 141). This assumption has also been made in [26,42]. 
8.1. Temporal constraint databases 
We first consider the case of TCDB (i.e., no indefinite information is allowed). 
The following theorem deals with yes-no queries in relational calculus with dePCL- 
constraints over dePCL-constraint databases. It is an easy consequence of Theorems 
6.1, 7.1 and 7.4. 
Theorem 8.1. Let 7 be a dePCL-constraint database and f be a yeslno query in 
relational calculus with dePCL-constraints. The problem of deciding whether f(F) = 
yes has PSPACE-complete combined complexity. If f is a 3k yeslno query then this 
problem has Cf-complete combined complexity. 
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Proof. If ,f‘ is an arbitrary yes/no query then f (7) can be evaluated as follows. First, we 
tranform f into PNF. Secondly, we form the formula 4 of dePCL which corresponds to 
,f and 7. Then we use the quantifier elimination algorithm DEPC-EVAL to decide whether 
Q k 4. Theorem 7.1 shows that this computation can be carried out in PSPACE. The 
lower bound follows easily from a reduction from QBF 1471. If ,f‘ is a gk yes/no query 
the result follows from Theorem 7.4. 3 
For data complexity we cannot achieve a LOGSPACE bound using the decision 
procedure for 7%(Q) developed in Section 7. The problem is that we might need at 
most 0( 141 log 141) space for storing the product of all denominators of fractions in 
some dePCL formula 4. However, under the data complexity measure, the decision 
procedure of [ 161 for the theory of real addition with order can be implemented in 
LOGSPACE.’ Therefore, we have the following result. 
Theorem 8.2. Let 7 he a dePCL-constraint database und f he LI yeslno quer)’ in 
relational calculus with dePCL-constraints. The problem of deciding whether f(F) = 
yes has LOGSPACE data complexity. 
Proof. We will use the decision procedure of [16] for the theory of real addition with 
order. The following are some important observations: 
(i) Lemma 3 and Theorem 2 of [ 161 assume that the input formula is in PNF. These 
results still hold even if we do not make this assumption. 
(ii) In Theorem 2 of [16] space is measured in terms of the length of the input formula. 
In our case it is enough to measure space in terms of number of quantifiers. 
(iii) As in [27], we do not construct the entire formula corresponding to a query and 
a database. We will simply scan the query and switch to the database whenever 
needed. 
The procedure of [ 161 works like DEPC-EVAL by substituting unbounded quantifiers 
by quantifiers ranging over finite sets of rationals. If 4 is the input formula, these 
rationals are limited by maxabs(4)2(cl’~‘)n where ~1 is a constant and n is the number 
of quantifiers in the input formula (Theorem 2, [16]). The amount of space needed 
to write down these rationals (e.g., 2(“1+i)” log(maxabs(4))) dominates the amount 
of space used by the procedure. Under the data complexity measure the total space 
requirements of the procedure are O(log I#]). 0 
We will now consider queries with free variables. Let us assume we are given 
dePCL-constraint database 7 and query {R(T),t/Q : @(I)} in relational calculus with 
dePCL-constraints. At first, using Lemma 8.2 below, we estimate how large rational 
constants can grow in the constraints of the answer. Secondly, we use this information 
to construct a finite partition of the space Q Irl into regions with the following properties: 
(i) Every region can be represented by a conjunction of dePCL-constraints. 
4 But not with PSPACE combined complexity! This is why we developed the procedure of Theorem 7.1 
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(ii) The truth value of the sentence 4(Z) is the same for all points Z in the same 
region. 
Then, using the algorithm of [16], we can check whether all points in a region 
satisfy 4(t) by picking a single point in the region and checking whether Q k &z) 
is true. 
For the purposes of this section we have to redefine the term “limited” for rational 
numbers. The meaning of “limited” is now as in [16], and it is difirent than the one 
in Definition 7.4. 
Definition 8.1. Let r be a rational number. We will say that Y is limited by the positive 
integer L, denoted by r < L, iff there exist integers a and b such that r = a/b and 
Ial <L and Jbl <L. 
Example 8.1. The rationals limited by 2 are -2, - 1, -l/2,0,1/2,1 and 2. 
In this section the following lemma of [ 161 can be used to estimate the size of 
rationals produced after eliminating one or more quantifiers. The proof is trivial. 
Lemma 8.1. Let rl, . . . , r, be rational numbers limited by the positive integers 
L1,...,L,. Then 
l-1 +r2... + r,, < kLlL*. . L, and rlr2..‘rn < L1L2..-Ln. 
The following lemma estimates how large rational constants can grow in the quan- 
tifier-free formula equivalent to a given dePCL formula 4. 
Lemma 8.2. Let 4(t) be a dePCL formula with K quanti$ers and d’(i) be the quanti- 
fier free formula equivalent to 4(i) which is computed by the algorithm of Proposition 
3.3. Every rational constant of 4’ is limited by 
Proof. If r-1, r2 are rationals such that r-1, r2 =$ L then r-1 + r2 < 2L2. Thus after the 
first quantifier of 4 is eliminated the rational constants of the resulting formula are 
limited by 2maxabs(+)2. The result follows by a simple inductive argument. q 
Let us now introduce the machinery required for presenting our method. We first 
define the concept of a rational BICN and its dePCL formula. These definitions are 
dtfirent than Definitions 7.6 and 7.7. Now we allow bounds to be rationals (not just 
integers). 
Definition 8.2. Let Q be a set such that Q C Q. A rational BICN with bounds from the 
set Q is a consistent BICN with all edges labeled with [c, c], (c, d), (c, m) or (-co, c) 
where c < d and c,d E Q. 
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x = (xl,. . ,x, ) corresponding to N is the dePCL formula 
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formula with free variables 
where M is the minimal network equivalent to N. This formula will be denoted by 
Q(N). 
Notation 8.1. If $J is a dePCL formula with K quantifiers and vector of free variables 
i then Q$ will denote the set of rationals 
The following lemmas help to establish the main result. The similarity with the 
development of Section 7.2 is obvious. Lemma 8.3 tells us how to partition the answer 
space into regions. Subsequent lemmas give properties of rational BICN. The proofs 
of some results are omitted. 
Lemma 8.3. Ij’c$(i) is a dePCL formula then there is a quantiher-free formula 4’(T) 
equivalent to d, with the following properties: 
(i) 4’ is in DNF. 
(ii) Every disjunct of I$’ is the dePCL formula corresponding to a rational BICN 
N of size ItI with bounds from the set Q$. 
Proof. The proof is almost identical to the proof of Lemma 7.5. First we eliminate 
quantifiers from 4(i) to arrive at formula 41(t) with rationals limited by 
22”(‘os(ma*abs(~)+‘)) (Lemma 8.2). Then we can compute 4’ as in Lemma 7.5. D 
Lemma 8.4. Let z be an element of Q”. For any set Q C Q, there exists a unique 
ration& BICN N with bounds from Q such that Q k @(N)(T). 
Lemma 8.5. Let 4(t) be a dePCL formula and N be a rational BICN with bounds 
,from the set Qs. Then Q + @(N) > 4 ifs Q /= 4(z) is true for an arbitrary Z such 
that Q + @(N)(7). 
Lemma 8.6. Let N be a consistent minimal BICN with bounds rationals limited by 
L. Then for every solution 51,. . , z, of N and i = 1,. . ,n, 
? < 22’.‘+2’-4 2”‘-2 
1-x L . 
Proof. Since N is minimal, a solution can be found by backtrack-free search as follows 
[ 121. We initially assign the value 0 to to. Then we assign to tl any value which satisfies 
the constraints involving tl and to. We proceed in the same fashion with t2,t3 and so 
on. It is easy to see that rt < 22L2, ~2 $ 2*L6, and so on. The result can be proved 
by induction. il 
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The following theorem gives the main result of this section. 
Theorem 8.3. Let 7 be a dePCL-constraint database and f be an open query in 
relational calculus with dePCL-constraints. A dePCL-constraint relation r such that 
r = f(F) can be computed with LOGSPACE data complexity. 
Proof. Let f be {R(T),i//Q : &t)}. Let us compute the dePCL formula 4’(t) corre- 
sponding to J’ and ?. We can now find a quantifier-free formula equivalent to 4’ in 
DNF as follows. We generate one by one all rational BICN of size ItI with bounds 
from &. For every such BICN N, we find a solution Z of N and check whether 
Q /= 4(Z) using the decision procedure of [16] for the first-order theory of real ad- 
dition with order. If this check succeeds then we form a tuple of r from the formula 
@(N) corresponding to N. The correctness of this procedure follows from the above 
lemmas. 
The above procedure starts with BICN N with bounds rationals limited by 
(t, 22x l”g,n,nmhi,0,, I), 
If N is not minimal then it can be transformed into one with bounds 
limited by L, = It, 2/1)2”‘0pcm”~~‘h~‘9’-“. From Lemma 8.6, we can see that any solution of 
N will have components limited by 
To write down any of these components we need 
(21il+’ + 2171 - 4) + (217l+l _ 2)logL, 
space. Under the data complexity assumption, this amount of space is logarithmic in 
the size of the database. As in Theorem 8.2 we can also see that the rest of the 
computation can be carried out with LOGSPACE data complexity. 0 
Let us now consider queries in relational calculus with diPCL constraints over diPCL- 
constraint databases. The following theorem is a consequence of Theorems 6.1 and 7.6. 
Theorem 8.4. Let 7 be a diPCL-constraint database. If f is a yeslno query in rela- 
tional calculus with diPCL-constraints then the problem of deciding whether ,f(F) = 
yes can be solved with LOGSPACE data complexity and PSPACE-complete com- 
bined complexity. If f is a 3k yeslno query then this problem has Cl-complete 
combined complexity. If J’ is an open query then a diPCL-constraint relation r such 
that r = f(Y) can be computed with LOGSPACE data complexity. 
Remark 8.1. Grumbach et al. have recently improved the LOGSPACE data complexity 
bound of the above theorem [22]. In this case, it follows from the main theorem of 
[22] that query evaluation can be done in AC0 (the class of functions computable in 
constant time with a polynomial amount of hardware [24]). 
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8.2. Indejinite temporal constraint databases 
Let us now turn our attention to query evaluation in ITCDB. The following theo- 
rems demonstrate that evaluation of queries in modal relational calculus with temporal 
constraints over ITCDB is probably intractable. 
Theorem 8.5. Let Y he dePCL or diPCL. Let 7 he an indejinite Y-construint 
database and ,f he u yeslno O-query in modal relational calculus with F-constraints. 
The problem of decidiny whether f(F) = yes is NP-complete jtir datu complexit?. 
and PSPACE-complete for combined complexity. 
Proof. Upper bound. Let ? be an indefinite Y-constraint database, W be the vector 
of e-variables of sort S in 7, G(Z) be the global condition of 7 and f be the query 
{ : 0 4). Theorem 6.2 tells us that f (7) = yes iff 
My k (3OjS)( G(o) A $(a)) (1) 
where $ is the formula of _Y corresponding to 4 and 7. For combined complexity, the 
upper bound follows immediately from Theorems 7.6 and 7.1. 
Let us now consider data complexity. For indefinite dePCL-constraint databases, if 
5= (U,,.... c~,v) then Lemma 7.3 tells us that (1) is equivalent to 
Qk= (3~1 < 
2”fK+‘(maxabs(G A 4) + 1) 
2 ) 
30& < 
2N+K+4(maxabs(G A 4) + 1) 
4 > 
. . 
3to,v < 
24”+K-2(maxabs(G A 4) + 1) 
2” 
(G(w,...,wN) A $(w,...,w)). 
Therefore a nondeterministic Turing machine can guess values 11.. .,/II\ for 
~1,. . , w,qr in the ranges specified above, and then verify whether 
Q t= WA>...,B>v) A sW>...,Bv). 
The guessing step can be done in polynomial time because the sizes of /I’, , . , /I’!v do 
not exceed (4N + K - 1) log(maxabs(G A I/)) + N bits. The verification step can also 
be done in polynomial time (Theorem 8.1). Therefore the whole computation can be 
performed in polynomial time by a nondeterministic Turing machine. The proof for 
diPCL is similar. 
Lower hounds. The PSPACE lower bound is obvious. The problem of query evalua- 
tion in relational calculus with Y-constraints over Y-constraint databases has PSPACE- 
complete combined complexity (Theorems 8.4 and 8.1). The data complexity lower 
bounds follow from [50]. 0 
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The following theorem is an easy consequence of the previous one. 
Theorem 8.6. Let 2’ be dePCL or diPCL. Let F be an indejinite 8-constraint 
database and f be a ye&to u-query in modal relational calculus with _Y-constraints. 
The problem of deciding whether f (7) = yes is co-NP-complete for data complexity 
and PSPACE-complete for combined complexity. 
For the case of queries with a fixed alternation of quantifiers, we have the following 
result. 
Theorem 8.7. Let _Y be dePCL or diPCL. Let F be an indefinite Y-constraint 
database and f be a 38 yeslno o-query in modal relational calculus with .Y- 
constraints. The problem of deciding whether f (7) = yes is IT:+,-complete for com- 
bined complexity. 
Proof. Let r be an indefinite .9-constraint database, 0 be the vector of e-variables of 
sort S in 7, G(Z) be the global condition of 7 and f be the query {: 04). Theorem 
6.2 tells us that f(F) = yes iff 
where $ is the formula of 9 corresponding to 4 and r. Thus we have to decide a 
Ykjk+i formula of 2. The upper bounds now follow from Theorems 7.6 and 7.4. 
Lower bounds. The lower bound follows easily from reductions from QBFz+,. 0 
The results of this section are summarized in the tables of Fig. 1. In [32] we also 
study the complexity of query evaluation in (indefinite) 9-constraint databases when 
9 is ECL+dePCL and ECL+diPCL. The addition of ECL into the picture does not 
alter the complexity bounds. ECL-constraint databases were first studied in [26] where 
a PSPACE quantifier elimination algorithm for ECL was presented. This algorithm 
is very similar to the quantifier elimination algorithms for diPCL and dePCL given 
in Section 7. Ref. [32] shows how to combine these algorithms to achieve quantifier 
elimination for ECL+diPCL and ECL+dePCL in PSPACE. For data complexity, these 
algorithms can easily be seen to be in LOGSPACE. 
9. Related work and future research 
The complexity of query answering in ITCDB has also been studied in l-501. Van 
der Meyden considers indejnite order databases. Indefinite order databases do not 
contain u-variables (no infinite information) and their global condition consists only of 
constraints of the form w1 < 02 where < is a linear order, and wr and 02 are order 
constants or e-variables. Ref. [50] concentrated on the problem of deciding whether 
a yes/no positive existential query is true in all possible worlds represented by an 
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indefinite order database. This problem has co-NP-complete data complexity and fl[- 
complete combined complexity. To obtain tractability [SO] investigates indefinite or- 
der databases with monadic proper predicates. In this case the data complexity of 
conjunctive queries is in linear time but the combined complexity is co-NP-hard. Fi- 
nally, [50] investigated several specializations of this case where the combined com- 
plexity is in PTIME as well. The complexity bounds hold independently of whether 
< is interpreted as a discrete, dense or finite linear order. These results seem to 
point out that indefinite order databases will be very hard to implement in their full 
generality. 
The research reported in [46] is also closely related to our own. Ref. [46] investigates 
the use of constraints for the representation of infinite and indefinite information in a 
simple object-oriented model. The authors do not consider the properties of an abstract 
constraint-object model; instead, they concentrate on a special case which uses order 
constraints and simple set constraints (e.g., constraints using E, C but not n or U). The 
important contribution of this paper is the study of quantifier-elimination for this simple 
class of set constraints and the development of a Datalog-like query language which 
incorporates them. This query language is intended for the expression of “certainty” 
queries only; “possibility” queries are not considered. In a similar spirit [ 13,341 have 
considered an extension of Datalog with null values, and presented a top-down query 
evaluation method. 
Ref. [8] is an interesting survey on temporal query languages from a constraint- 
based perspective. Infinite and indefinite information is discussed in substantial depth 
and comparisons with other “more conventional” temporal query languages are pre- 
sented. Ref. [49] has also made an important step forward by studying temporal de- 
ductive databases with order, distance and periodicity constraints. However, they do 
not consider indefinite information. 
In other related work [2,2 1,22,38] study the expressive power of query languages 
with linear and polynomial constraints. The main result of [22] which we discussed in 
Section 8.1 is an important contribution from our point of view. 
In our current research we study query languages based on first-order constraint 
languages more expressive than diPCL and dePCL. The interesting question is whether 
the results of [32] carry over to the new classes. Another important question is the 
study of tractable cases of indefinite diPCL/dePCL-constraint databases. The work of 
[50] can serve as the basis for such an effort. Finally, it would be interesting to consider 
Datalog-like query languages for ITCDB and TCDB. 
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